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Background: Graph Embedding

Figure: the aim is to learn low-dimensional latent representation of nodes in a network.



Background: Zero-shot Graph Embedding

Zero-shot graph embedding (ZGE) refers to the process of learning discriminative graph embeddings 

when labeled data cannot cover all classes (also known as completely-imbalanced label setting). 

Figure: Illustration of zero-shot graph embed-ding. This graph actually 

contains three classes of nodes, but only two classes provide labeled 

nodes, i.e., blue and red nodes. The remaining nodes (including all the 

nodes of Class 3) are unlabeled.



 Hard to collect labels for graph

 Practical graphs are usually very large

 Human annotations are costly

 Traditional semi-supervised methods would fail

Why ZGE?

Social networks



Why traditional semi-supervised methods fail?

𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ + 𝑔(𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑜𝑓 {𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛} 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠)

Minimize intra-class similarity Maximize intra-class dissimilarity

Figure: the basic idea of traditional semi-supervised methods.

Traditional objective functions:

However, as the unseen class nodes are (partly) linked with 

the seen class ones (i.e., seen and unseen class nodes are 

correlated), only optimizing over the seen classes is 

suboptimal for the whole graph.



 RSDNE [AAAI 2018, CCF-A]

 The first study on ZGE

 The first shallow method for ZGE

 Outperform DeepWalk by 10%-25% 

 RECT [TKDE 2020, CCF-A]

 The first deep method for ZGE

 Can deal with attribute and multi-label graphs

 Outperform GCN by 30%~300%

 ExtendRECT [DASFAA 2021, CCF-B]

 A deep analysis of RECT

 Improve RECT by 7%-20%

Our solutions

Our works are all open source. 



 The idea is to relax:

Solution I: a shallow method RSDNE

Traditional semi-supervised methods Our method RSDNE



 The idea of RSDNE

 Relax Intra-class Similarity (matrix S describes the similarity):

 Relax Inter-class Dissimilarity:

 Remove the known connections (described by matrix M) between the nodes with different labels

Solution I: a shallow method RSDNE



 Node classification (Micro-F1) 

 Zero-shot case: ours outperform the best baseline by 7–15%

 Balanced (traditional) case: ours obtain comparable performance to SOAT

 Published in [AAAI2018] and open source.

Experiments



 Recall RSDNE [AAAI 2018]

 A shadow method which cannot benefit from the DNNs

 Can not deal with “Multi-label”

 Can not utilize node attributes

Solution II: a deep method RECT



 The idea of RECT: an interesting observation 

 Seen classes’ features also contain lots of knowledge about unseen classes

Solution II: a deep method RECT

Figure: Some words sampled from the documents of three seen classes (i.e., 

AI, DB, and HCI) in Citeseer (a paper citation network).



Solution II: a deep method RECT

Figure: Architecture overview of RECT.

Highlight : 
• Do not need any human annotations 

or any 3rd-part tools. 

• Very easy to implement!



 Node classification (Micro-F1)

 Zero-shot case: RECT outperforms GCN by 30%~300%

 Balanced (traditional) case: RECT obtains comparable (and sometimes much superior) performance to SOAT

Experiments



 2D visualization of embedding results

 Published in [TKDE 2020] and open source.

Experiments

Traditional SSL methods



 Recall RECT [TKDE 2020]

 Working mechanisms are not clear

 Needs lots of training data

Solution III: ExtendRECT



ZSL methods (in CV) RECT-L (in graph)

Why RECT works: RECT-L v.s. ZSL Methods

ZSL methods have the semantic knowledge of IR (generated from some auxiliary information), while 

RECT-L knows nothing about IR.



Why RECT works



ExtendRECT: how to improve RECT

Figure: An overview of the proposed method. In the semantic GNN learning part, we 

learn a semantic graph embedding model. In the label expanding part, we expand the 

labeled node sets of seen classes and unseen classes.



 Node classification (Micro-F1)

 Our method outperforms RECT-L by 7%~12%

 Published in [DASFAA 2021] and open source.

Experiments
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Related Publications

Datasets and codes can be found in this project page: 

https://zhengwang100.github.io/project/zero_shot_graph_embedding.html

Our method RECT has been officially recommended in the famous GNN library DGL.

https://github.com/dmlc/dgl/tree/master/examples/pytorch/rect


 Design new GNN models for ZGE problem

 Design new DB platforms to support this task

 Design new AI-DB platforms to support data mining 

Further work



Thanks for your time.


